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DTC in 2005: Can You Teach Old Dogs New Tricks? 
By John Mack 
 

The pharmaceutical industry is bracing for change in 
direct-to-consumer (DTC) marketing, which many 
experts say is losing its impact on an increasingly 
informed, skeptical, and proactive consumer 
audience. Meanwhile, more and more money is 
being spent on DTC—some might say foolishly 
spent (see, for example, a commentary on Super 
Bowl DTC advertising in “Buzz is NOT regulated by 
FDA,” Pharma Marketing Blog, January 31, 2005). 

Many critics have blamed DTC for high drug prices 
and exacerbating drug safety liabilities. Meanwhile, 
compliance and persistence are low and may be 
headed lower as a consequence of recent product 
recalls.   

What do these trends portend for 2005? What 
changes in approach are necessary? How well are 
DTC marketers prepared to address challenges? To 
help answer these questions, a survey—“2004 DTC 
Industry Checkup”—of DTC drug marketers was 
performed by Optas, Inc. and DTC Perspectives, 
Inc. in October 2004. 

DTC Spending Will Increase in 2005 
Based on results from the survey, a majority of 
pharmaceutical marketers expect DTC spending to 
increase in 2005 (41% predict increases greater 
than 5%). This is despite the challenges to DTC—
consumer backlash, lack of data, and government 
regulations—identified by respondents. 

This survey was conducted around the time that 
Vioxx was withdrawn from the market and at the 
height of election season. At the time, Merck and 
FDA were accused of keeping Vioxx’s negative side 
effect information from the public even while DTC 
ads continued. Also, passions about then Sen. 
Edwards anti-DTC legislation were at fever pitch. If 
the survey was done today, one wonders if there 
might be less optimism about spending. 

Overall, 65% of respondents believe that less 
money should be spent on television advertising 
with Spot TV and Radio ranking next in line for a 
reduction in spending (see FIGURE 1, next page). 
Over 77% of manufacturers feel greater investment 

should be made in direct-to-patient media, whereas 
only about 50% of their suppliers agree. 

Interestingly, there is a difference in thinking 
between marketers on media channel assessment 
depending upon their seniority. “The majority of 
marketers who have tenure in DTC (i.e., >6 years 
experience),” says Dominique Hurley, VP, Marketing 
at Optas, “will dramatically decrease spend on mass 
media in 2005, turning instead to e-marketing and 
other patient relationship media. This contrasts to 
more junior members of DTC marketing teams who 
will continue spending on traditional DTC media 
such as broadcast.” 

Focus on Patient Relationship Media 
Manufacturers differ from their suppliers in where 
DTC dollars should be spent. Over 77% of 
manufacturers feel greater investment should be 
made in direct-to-patient media. About 50% of their 
suppliers agree. See FIGURE 2 on page 3, which 
shows how pharma respondents see spending 
changing in 2005 for different media channels. 

E-mail marketing was most often cited as primed for 
an increase in DTC spending in 2005. Other patient 
relationship media—including physician office 
programs (the posters and pamphlets you see in 
your doc's office), pharmacy support programs, and 
direct mail—were also cited as channels for 
increased spending in 2005, especially by pharma 
respondents. 

“In past years respondents have predicted change in 
industry tactic spend,” says Hurley, “but their 
channel spend has not correlated.  This is the first 
year they are in lock step—all calling for relationship 
marketing initiatives in support of direct to patient 
influence.” 

The increased focus on alternative channels such as 
in-pharmacy, email, branded web and physicians-
office programs demonstrate an improved 
understanding of how to migrate consumer behavior 
by communicating with patients at key decision 
points.   “This calls  for  a  different  set of  skills than  

Continued on next page…
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traditional DTC requires,” says Hurley, “particularly 
in multi-channel utilization, media optimization, and 
measurement.”  The  survey shows that pharma 
marketers recognize this need to improve their 
departments’ skills: 65% indicated a need to 
improve their departments’ skills in measurement 
and 55% felt a need to improve focus on persistency 
and compliance. 
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The primary challenge marketers face as they take 
on these new tactics is in ensuring they all work in 
concert to ensure steady consumer progress 
through their lifecycle with the brand. This calls for a 
master relationship marketing plan that can migrate 
patient behavior across acquisition, trial, and usage 
(pharma’s word for loyalty). 

Compliance, Compliance, Compliance 
Pharma marketers have long focused on acquiring 
new customers rather than keeping the ones they 
have. Compliance and persistency has always been 
a big problem in the pharma industry -- somewhat 
due to the lack of attention by marketers and/or their 
lack of experience with relationship marketing, which 
is a core expertise needed to drive compliance (see, 
for example, "Effective Pharma Adherence 
Programs Start With The Patient"). 

“You can't do compliance without relationship 
marketing,” says Hurley, “and you need specific 
expertise in this area to hit the ground running. It's 
impossible to retrofit mass market DTC techniques 
to relationship marketing.” See the article “Out-of-
the-Box Marketing: Will It Work for Pharma?” for 
more on this topic. 
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FIGURE 2: Media Mix Changes in 
2005. Pharma Respondents 

ADVERISEMENT 

Pharma Marketing Blog 
"The blog format is perfect. I subscribe by e-mail but I have already connected to more links through the 
blog that were not apparent to me on the list and I don't have to worry about html filters on my e-mail.  
"I have not come across that many blogs that address the pharma world, not ones that I would read 
anyway, so this is a great start. The whole point of a blog is to write what you think, because when that 
is visible to the world, that is one more perspective that can elevate or change, confirm or retain the 
status quo of intelligence.” – anonymous commenter 

http://www.pharmamarketingblog.com 
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Pharma Marketing Vendor Directory 
Get Listed – FREE! Find Vendors & Agencies 

Company name, address, phone, fax, e-mail contact, 
URL (plus active link to Web site), list of officers 
(optional) and a 25-30 word description in the 
category of your choice in the online Directory. 
Company name appears in alphabetical list at top of 
category page. 

Listing in the Vendor Directory Quarterly, a fully 
formatted pdf version of the online directory 
specifically targeted to pharmaceutical executives with 
purchasing authority. 

Are You a Pharma Product Manager 
Looking for a New Vendor or Agency? 

Sign up to receive the Pharma Marketing Vendor Directory 
Quarterly – a FREE catalog of over 500 pharmaceutical 
vendors, service providers, and agencies. The Quarterly is 
sent to you every quarter by email in PDF format.  

An invaluable resource for pharma purchasers! 

To sign up, please click here:  
Vendor Directory Quarterly Subscription Form 

Pharma Marketing Network Vendor Directory: http://www.pharma-mkting.com/pm-directory.html  

Online Application Form  Call 215-504-4164 for pricing details 
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